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Eric Satie’s purity and carefully constructed structures of complicated origin helped           

construct a truly ‘French aesthetic’ that was missing from French musicians, being either             

influenced by Wagnerian grandeur or sacred Russian rhythmic obscurity. By listening to Satie’s             

music through the lens of inconclusivity, one can develop an appreciation for the enigmatism              

brought forth, in body and spirit, and with evocative surrealism, i.e, compositional titles, musical              

markings, note depictions in music, he transported the listener to a place removed from              

mundanity and accepted notions, “-the smallest work by Satie is small in the way a key hole is                  

small. Everything changes when you put your eye to it.” Cocteau had it right, in order to ‘get’                  

Satie, a radical shift in mental direction must be developed, not by force but by bewitchment. Satie                 

was the sole musician with ‘eye’s,’ and thus did he hold a perspicacious understanding of the world,                 

was he mentally misguided, was he disenchanted by his own day-dreams? One would be tactless in                

consider Satie a mere victim to his delightful vision, and thus through this analysis of two notable                 

works, an attempt has been made to further a discussion of what it means to be awake, to answer                   

and respond (in)coherently to the paradox of living and of the           

artist, make known that which cannot be explicitly portrayed. 

Satie and Debussy’s differences can be articulated in a         
1

single phrase, large scale vs. small scale, although there are          

discrepancies. Satie’s earlier compositions dealt with small scale        

satirical realizations, ie., Gymnopedies, and Trois morceaux en        

forme de poire (Three pear shaped pieces) among the most          

recognizable. To decipher what made Satie’s music instinctually        

written exclusively for the piano, one must recognize the validity of a quote provided by Satie,                

“Today ... impressionistic musicians write — 'their orchestral music' — for piano.” Why is this               
2

relevant? Because compared to Debussy’s rendition of ‘piano’ music, Satie’s works look ‘simple’ and              

quaint, and by comparison ‘boring’ as some opinions hold. But this is not the case, Satie’s habitual                 

musicality consisted of deviating from the standard consensus of the idea of form, and meticulous               

research done by Musical Observations suggests that Satie’s form was not of the traditional format,               

not deviating from adherence to sonata form, motific transitions, but use symmetry over a central               

point and relate to the Golden Section, seen in a form defined by one of Satie’s most staunch                  

20th-century devotee’s, John Cage. This diagram depicts a form supposed by Cage that depicted              
3

Satie’s adherence to a new form of structural interpretation. Figure 1 showcases Satie’s             

understanding of one of 3 set ‘forms’ this one being an example of horizontal symmetry, and if                 
4

applied to Gymnopedie and the numbers replaced with that of Gymnopedie 1, one can begin to see                 

somewhat the resemblance. The cadence in m. 38-39 serves as (5) in the diagram, (3) and (7) being                  

the dotted half note motif, and (4) and (6) being the quarter note melody. More interestingly, this                 

1 John Vandevert’s submission 
2  Quote provided from ‘Satie Note’, a booklet for the 1991 Summergarden Concert Series of the Museum of 
Modern Art, New York. The quote is from the preamble accompanying a 3-part concert series put on by pianist 
Marcelle Meyer. More reading here: Z, P. (1991) 
3 Diagram sourced from Z. P (1991), although the original origins like in John Cage’s book of collected essays, 
Silence, pg. 81 from his essay, Erik Satie.  
4 Forms referring to the Cageian concept of ‘empty time structure’ where the symmetrical design reflects 0 and the 
numbers connitate to measures. Ibid.  
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graph seeks to start to define why Cage was so fascinated with Satie, his use of predetermination                 

which was suggested to recount for the visible similarities between pieces, and this             

predeterminative quality counters the classical process of composing until done. Rather this            

subjugated Satie and Cage as well to formulate a plan to utilize the time allotted differently every                 

time, thus we see differences in Gymnopedies but congruently many fantastic similarities, ie.,             

melody construction, length, tempo. Was Satie a true impressionist or was it simply a phase for                

him? In Satie’s words, “-Impressionism is the art of Imprecision; today we tend towards              

Precision, “ and what we see throughout Satie’s life is music responding in accordance to               

developments in musical and mental maturity, ie., 20’s, 30’s, 40’s, post-Schola, 50s . The most              
5

prominent evolution in Satie’s music was in following the 1908 post-Schola period where, before              

the start of WW1, Satie had started to acquire commissions, 5 Grimaces for Cocteau, Socrate for                

Princess Edmond de Polignac, and Tenture de cabinet préfectoral for Mrs Eugène Meyer jr, and               

with these commissions came perhaps the solidification of the label of ‘Impressionist’, although             

such label wouldn’t inaccurately portray Satie’s music, Impressionism for better or worse            

connotated with the Debussian delicate understanding of complex emotional subcurrents. It would            

be more proper to attribute Satie to the birth of the non-conformist artist due to his peculiar                 

musical tendencies and clear objection to the idea of a Satien school, “There is no Satie school.                 

Satisme could not possibly exist. I should be found in opposition to it…-” Equivalently, Debussy’s               

views on the classification of his music as, ‘Impressionist’ did little for his ego, “I tried to make                  

‘something else’ of them and to create—in some manner—realities—what imbeciles call           

‘impressionism,’ a term as poorly used as possible, especially by art critics . . .”  

When we analyze Socrates versus Vexation, we are confronted with contrastive depictions of             
6

‘modernity’ in music, Vexations reflecting a more mid-20th century experimental music, while            

Socrates features a stripped-down, ‘naked’ environment, this aesthetic being alluded to by Satie as              

“white and pure as antiquity,” the french term being dépouillement. This French musical method is               

considered a neoclassical aesthetic, due to its focus on the simplifying of musical material. Satie’s               

goal was to make music as simple as possible and it is stated on the cover of the manuscript, “The                    

aesthetic of the work, I pledge to clarity; simplicity accompanies it, directs it, that’s all.” This                

quality of ‘dépouillement’ is expressed as an “emotional detachment” from mimetic patterns and in              

coercion with the freedom from complexity, Plato’s text is free of operatic ornamentation and              

drama. In order to fulfill the “pure and white” vocal lines, Satie had four sopranos sing “en lisant”                  

as opposed to setting for male voices. Satie believed that female voices had a sense of purity and a                   

cool melismatic alternative, making it “antique.” Staying within the lines of musical simplicity,             

Vexations consists of a short theme in the bass with accompanying chords in the treble line. The                 

piece features unconventional enharmonic chords contrary to Socrates, which displays simple           

repeated figures. The English translated piano score states that, “In order to play the theme 840                

times in succession, it would be advisable to prepare oneself beforehand, and in the deepest               

silence, by serious immobilities,” and because of this intrinsic need for internal investigation prior              

to the piece, one can draw similarities to John Cage’s 4’33. Cage, being an experimental and                

5 This categorizing of age is sourced from scholarship completed by R. Orledge (1984-5) These ages correspond to 
the type of musical output being created by Satie during the delineated time.  
6 Francesca F.’s submission 
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avant-garde composer, was known for repeated rhythms and melodies known as phasing and             

similarly, no performance of both 4’33 and Vexations is the same each time. Vexations was written                

around 1893-1894 but Satie did not publish it in his lifetime although an edition was printed by                 

John Cage in 1949.  

American composer John Cage was greatly inspired by Erik Satie throughout his career and              

used many of his absurdist techniques in his own pieces, many of them conglomerated in the book,                 

“Silence” which documents a collection of his lectures and articles on atypical topic matter              

including, i.e, the experimental compositional process, Erik Satie, Varese. Vexations, a perfect            

example of Satie’s thirst for the absurd, is perhaps the most discernable example of the Satien                

influence upon John Cage. There is only half a sheet of notation encapsulated within the whole                

piece, but Satie includes directions for the piece to be played 840 times consecutively, a nod to the                  

obsurd and perhaps a arbitary number, but in Satie’s case nothing ever ‘just was.’ . Satie also                 

included a notated direction above the music, “It would be advisable to prepare oneself              

beforehand, in the deepest silence, by serious immobilities.” This statement for the performer is              
7

as much a warning as a direction, and many musicians felt that performing this piece the way Satie                  

intended was impossible due to the inacessibility of the direction given. Cage was interested in               

making a performance of “Vexations” a reality, which came to fruition in 1963 , taking eighteen               
8

hours and forty minutes with eleven pianists taking twenty minute shifts. The first solo              

performance took place in 1967 in a span of twenty four hours by Richard Toop and there have                  

been since many performances, never the same venue nor same construction of the perfrmance.              

These performers who take on Vexations insist on the notion that the motive was created in such a                  

way as to be immemorizab and that the repetitions cause agony and possibly even hallucinations.              
9

Satie was known for his humorous piano pieces and ballets, his works being filled to the brim with                  

irony and satire for the musician and listener alike. He took pleasure in giving his pieces                

nonsensical titles, creating abnormal conditions under which the pieces must be played, or making              

satirical statements towards a larger group. Because of this reputation as a jokster, listeners              

expected this humor from him in every piece he created and at the premiere of Socrate, the                 

audience laughed at its conclusion, thinking there must be some underlying joke that they wanted               

to be in on - to which Satie responded, “Etrange n’est-ce pas?” The piece was not meant to be                   

humorous but an honor of the life of Socrates and the circumstances surrounding his death.               

Socrate received mixed reviews from critics who likeweise had thought that this length piece was               

simply another musical joke and were confused by its orthodox seriousness. Some people felt the               

piece’s repetitions were excessivly long and boring but due to the fear of seeming uncultured or                

unable to understand its meaning, engaged in an internal dialogue of sorts. The piece’s lack of                

traditional form or genre also confused Satie’s audience at its premiere and to this day with                

modern presentations. "The work that became Socrate has only confused countless scholars who             

7 This is seen at the top of the sheet music attached to the heading, Note de L’auteur: Pour se jouer 840 fois de suite 
ce motif, il sera bon de se preparer au prealable, et dans le plus grand silence, par des immobilities serieuses.  
8 This performance included a ‘tag-team’ of 10 pianists, included John Cage and his close friend David Tudor. The 
Satie piece was performanced in conjuction with Andy Warhol’s film, ‘Sleep.’ John Cale had claimed that, “The 
whole thing was John Cage's idea.” Commenas, G. (2011). 
9 Colleen G’s contribution 
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have tried in vain to place it within one specific style or movement. The work's clear, simply                 

adorned musical lines have been viewed as modernist, neoclassical, and even minimalist, but all              

scholars seem to agree that it really defies categorization.”  

Scholarship done collaboratively by Ornella Volta and Antony Melville, “The Writing of            
10

Erik Satie,” provides the Satie enthusiast with a curated feast of Satie’s writing, advertisements,              

illustrations, all accompanied with a chronological list and catalogue which help to concretize             

Satie’s compositions in linearesque format, thus providing the opportunity to draw conclusions of             

impetus for many of his major works. Within the three-tiered Part One of the book, Texts not to be                   

Read Aloud, Texts to be Read Aloud, and Texts to be Sung, the text from the Socrate movements is                   

laid out among vivid drawings that speak to Satie’s psyche. The presentation of the Socrate               

movements in the book is only through text, and has no accompanying images, which is a rarity in                  

the book. One has to wonder why there are no drawings of men in togas or the famous death of                    

Socretes in Satie’s own images. It is also curious that out of all the documented texts and                 

discussions from Socrete’s that these three commentaries on Socretes were chosen. The first is              

about Socretes and his influence on other men. The speaker compares Socretes to the satyr, able to                 

influence men, except that unlike the satyr Socretes used his words to influence men instead of a                 

pan flute. The second tells of Socretes and a friend taking a trip down to a river bank and resting                    

under a tree. The tale is mostly the two men talking about where they are going, but they also refer                    

to a myth about the land they are travelling. The third and most potent story is a telling on the                    

death of Socretes. While the story is centered around the death of Socretes, the tale focuses on the                  

responses from others surrounding Socretes. This tale makes him almost into a legend with how he                

handles his death, taking him to a mythical status once again, ascending from satyr-like to god-like.                

In all tales, the theme of myths or comparing Socretes to myth is constant. It is interesting that the                   

text chosen is all centered around Socretes and also the myths that were common at the time. This                  

makes the text seem even more ancient and mystical. It is also interesting how the text seems                 

casual, almost nonchalant in the way that the text floats in and between each movement. It gives an                  

ethereal and unreal quality to events that are also so set in history. ‘It is expressed as an “emotional                   

detachment '' from mimetic patterns and Plato’s text is free of operatic ornamentation and drama’               

as already stated, all of the texts reflect this emotional detachment. There is stillness and drama to                 

all of the texts that is seemingly free from much emotion. Even in the death scene, all of Socretes’                   

emotions seem to be detached from his actions. Satie then demonstrates this detachment in his               

music. Our second selection to analyze, Vexations, does not have an entry of writings or drawings                

in A Mammal’s Notebook. While writings or drawings of Vexations is not featured in the book, I                 

went looking for some that would show the stillness, anxiety, and repeativness that is similar to                

Vexations and would thus show a similar mental state from Satie. At first glance, there is nothing                 

but movement. Even Meditation found on page 48, is anything but sill, there is always something                

disturbing the poet. The Picnic found on page 41, appears still, but then is interrupted by a storm.                  

Interestingly, Socrate is one of the more subdued and quiet writings. While the characters move               

around, there is a sense of stillness and contemplation that exists within the words and the three                 

stories that were used. However, the anxiety that is felt in Vexations is ever present in his works. It                   

10 Sarah Boone’s submission 
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is difficult to find pieces, writings or drawings that do not have feelings of anxiety, or unease. Even                  

in scenes, where the drawing should feel most calm, there is always something that is disturbing                

the piece.  

In his private writings, Satie seems to have many chaotic moments, reprieved by moments              

and writings of stillness and reflection. Vexations is the living embodiment of the stillness that               

Satie craved. However, this stillness is not without its anxieties and worries. Perhaps Satie could               

visualize the world not in binary, but in a codified system, reliant on no other source other than its                   

mental fortitude, and persevering imagination. What could we learn from Satie about truly             

‘seeing’? 
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Socrate Text (Summary due to length) 

 

Part 1:  

Alcibiades praises Socrates in an idealized way, comparing Socrates to busts of Silenus and              

Marsyas because of their whimsical gift at enchanting the listener with their music from their               

flutes. The flute music is subsequently compared to Socrates' ability to enchant the listener with his                

words, his words making Alcibiades ‘hopelessly drunk.’ His words make him weep, just like those               

who have heard the playing of the satyr. In response, Socrates acknowledges the praising and says                

he is now obliged to praise his neighbor.  

 

Part 2:  

A composed conversation by Plato between Phaedrus and Socrates commences, Phaedrus           

being a voice that talks with Socrates, Plato’s protagonist. The excerpt used by Satie, from the                

greater work The Phaedrus, recounts their journey to the banks of the Ilissus, a now underground                

river which was thought to have been home of the Nine Muses. Phaedrus asks Socrates if the myth                  

of Orithyia’s abduction by Boreas was real, to which Socrates responds with a logical theory as                

accredited to his name. It ends with a pastoral scene being painted by Socrates, “-this must be a                  

spot sacred to Achelous and the Nymphs-.”  

 

Part 3: 

As the longest of the three sections, it encapsulates a good portion of Phaedo, otherwise               

known as On the Soul, a famous dialogue by Plato about the immortality of the human soul. The                  

text starts with Socrates' imprisonment and his devotee’s waiting for the jail to be open. Once the                 

jail is open, they go to visit Socrates who professes his indifference to pleasure and pain due to                  

them being ‘nails’ that bind the soul to the body. He asks his devotees not to consider him worse off                    

with the comparison to a swan who approaches death and the final trip to ‘the god whose ministers                  

they are.’ The story then takes on the unfortunate ending, as the jailer comes in remorsefully                

sheepish and bids Socrates to drink the poison forced upon the jailer to be given to Socrates.                 

Socrates makes the noticing that the jailer is not at fault, and what needs to be done shall be done.                    

In the final moments of Socrates, he is instructed to drink the poison and lay down when his legs                   

begin to feel heavy. As instructed, Socrates drinks, feels the effect and lays down. Those around                

him start to cry as he lays down and slowly, the lower body starts to feel cold. This coldness                   

radiates up his body until only able to say a few words, utters his request to fulfill a debt. Once                    

these words are spoken, Socrates leaves his body.  
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